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T6. Al_tract
The results of t_e 18 month Combustor Liner Durability-Analysis Program
(NA$3-21836) performed by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft are presented. The objective
of the program is to ew_luate the use of advanced three-dimensional t_ransient
heat transfer and .,on-linear stress-strain analyses for modeling the cyclic
thermomechanical response of a simulated combustor liner specimen. Cyclic life
prediction techuology for creep/fatigue interaction is evaluated for a variety
of state-of-the-art tools for crack initiation and propagation. The sensitivity
of the initiation models to a change in the operating conditions, is also
as,_e ssed.
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1.0 SUMMARY.---
The resultsof the ].8month CombustorLiner DurabilityAnalysis P_ogra_n(NA.$3-
21836) pe_f.ormecL-byP4catt_&-Whitne_ Aircraft ar.e--presented.TJ1eobjectAveof
th_ program is to-evaluate the use of advanced f_hree-dimensto_lt_an_ient
heat transSer and non-linear st_es_,-str_nanalyses,for modeling the-_chermo-
mechanicalresponseof a.s_m_1.atedcomb_storl_ne_ specimen.CycLic life pred-
ict.iontechnologyfor creep/fatigueinteractionis evaluatedflora variety of
state-o_-the.a_ttoots,for crack iffit_ationand propagation..The sensitivity
of the initiationmodels to syst-emattchanoes in _e operatingconditions--is
a]So assessed.......
The-selectedcomponent,forthe program is-a simulatedcombustionchamber,outer
liner_ Testing underacceler-atedcyclic thermal loading provided-the-struc-
tural responseand failure-data-..f.orcomga.risonwLth.,.the,ana-lyticalsimulations.
Tcans_ent and.steady state-t_ree dimensionalheal t_a.nsfer,ana-lyseswere.con-
ducted using a fin.i.te-differencesolution..G_d correlationwith measured tem-
peratureresponsewas obtained.-Thegreatest area oF-uncertaintyin the,ana_y-
sis was i_ t1_ecaJculationof the heat transfeccoeffi.cients_Modificationof
the initial values was required to match the-steady state temperaturedist_ri-
but.i-on.
Results of the transient.-heat,ransfer analysiswere used to create an incre-
mental temperaturefile for the three dimensAonal non--.linearfinite element
analysisof a--_egmentof the combustorliner.
The three dimensionalnon-linear finite element analysis was conducted with
the MARC computer code. The analysis_used existing time independentclassical
plasticity theory with a Von Mises yield surface and the combined (iso-
tropic-kinematic)hardening rule. A constant rate creep model was used to
accountfor instantaneoustime dependentplasticityeffects.Both the plasti-
city and creep models were Calibrated to isothermal Hastelloy X material
responsedata. Results of the analysisindicatesthat this materialmodel does
not accuratelypredictthe stres.s-strainresponseunder thermomechanicalload-
ing conditions.The predictionshows continuedcyclic hardeningwhile experi-
mental data suggeststhat the responseis stableafter several-loading_cycles....
Three existing state-of-the-artcrack initiationmodels were considered for
predi,ction of the combustorliner fatigue life. The Strain Range Pari;itioning
method ov.erpredictedthe observed crackingby more than a fact-orof 2. This
calculationis sensitiveto the definition of the genericfatigue curves and
the predictionof the inelasticstrain components.A Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
(CommercialProducts Division)developedCombustorLife PredictionMethod also
overpredictedthe crack initiation life. This method is similar to Strain
Range Partitioningbut differs in the definitionof the inelasticstrain com-
ponents and the basic fatigue curves. In actual design practice, this pro-
cedure is used along with extensive experimentaland field service data to
provide a realisticestimate of overall service life. The third method, the
ContinuousDamage Approach,underpredictedthe observed crackingby more than
a factor of 2. It does not appear to be suited to the predictionof thermo-
mechanicalfatigueof highly rate dependent_naterials(e.g.HastelloyX).
A linear elastic fracture mechanics approach is used to predict the crack
"._ growth observed in the combustor fiber. All calculations predict a slower
crack growth rate than observed.
I
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2J]_INiRODUCTION
The overall-operatimgcost of the modern-gas turJ_tneengine is si_jnificant-ly-
affectedby the-durabili-tyand_efficiencyof the-m_jorhot sect.ioncomponcznts,__
These ar-ethe•combustor and tt_bine structures-in t:h_engine, During each.
flight cycle, these components under-golarge•thesmally induced stress and....
sbrain cycl.eswldcb include,significant.amounts of creep and rel=axation_.
'_ Primary r_e_ponsJbil-l.ties,of the combu.st:or,in the eng_inecycl.e,are gas tem-
peraturelevel and patterr_control-,requiredfor effic.iu_ntt.ur.bineo,peratior_,
ancLexh-aust-emissioncontr.cLlat the vai"i-ousfl:igKt,operatlngcorvi.it-io_s,These
goals are.accomplishedtry.the precise-metering_oZ..aJ_ throughoutthe combus.t-or
structure,.The.l_ighpressur-eand:-highcombustion,gas-temperatur.echaracte_-
i.s.ti-cof this e_viror_ent_eqL_irethat the combustorliner be coolJ_d,for dura--
b-il'ity.These-requir_ents£or cont_ol...of_exit gas temperatur_e,emissions,and
metal temper,ature generatean intense c_mpetitionEor ut_lli_ationof combu_tor
airfl_w.:.Themore aggresS-ivepe.rfomance-,eZf-iciency,and em3ssi.or_goals,set
£or cur.rentand.future engines-emphasizethe need for devel_opme_tof,durable
combustor structures which can operate with reduced,levels of cooling air.
This requiresdetailed knowledgeof the operatingenvironmenta_d the abil.ity
to accuratelypredictstructuralresponsefor these loacUngs....
Current structuraltechnologyactivitiesfor hot section componentdesign and
life prediction seek to exploit major advances that:have been made in non-
linear structuralanalysiscapabilities.Large, generalpurpose finite element
_ programs such as the MARC code have been developed expresslyfor nonlinear
' structuralanalysis.These roaramsinvolve sophisticatedcomputationalal_gor-
_' ithms and advanced finite element formulations,yet rely on material models
: whose applicabilityto the hot section componentenvironmentis questionable.
i Of primary concern is the response-of materials to cyclic loading involving
t- simultaneouscreep and plasticbehavior. A major need is the developmentof
r appropriate hot section component structural response data, suffi.cientto
_' evaluate the advanced structuralanalysis capabilitieswith emphasis on the
ef1=ectivenessof the materialmodels.
Adequate predictionof the nonlinearstress (strain)response of the hot sec-
tion componentalso requiresgood predictionof the thermalload history.Such
predictionsmust be capable of modeling both spatial and temporal response,
suitablefor life prediction purposes.Creep-fatiguelife predictionfor hot
section component;sis currentlycalibratedto simplifiedmodels for predicting
the local cyclic hysteresis response to thermal-.mechanicalloading. Further,
these models generallylack calibrationto well-controlledhot sectioncompon-
ent fatigue test data. Thus, a secondmajor need is for the evaluationof life
predictionmodels for creep-fatigueresponse of hot section componentsusin_
the resultsof nonlinearstress (strain)analysis,and well-controlledcompon-
ent responsedata.
The use of advanced nonlinear models for three-dimensionalstress (strain)
analysisof hut section componentsposes major burdens in terms of engineering
and computing times. Design of these components requires cost effective,
shortcut tools which can evaluate the effects of design changes on component
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li£e _ithout the-use,of full t'hree-dimensiona_analyses.Cali_at%.onof such
tools is requ%red by referenc_ to both the nonlinear f-initeeleme_r, esu]_-
a_d-tbe-compone_t-rec,ponse i_ata,_
The 18 month program addressecLa critical.Sssue _n the deve:lopment-ofadvanced
1.ifeprediction-technol'ogies- the--neeotto establ_%sht_nelimitati.o_of-cur,
rent--nor_ti:_earst_.uctur_almodeling,and creep/fatigue-Ii.fepr.ediction schemes
for a..majorhot secti.oncomponent..Ln order to make a critical,eva].uat._onf
these tools,,a wel-l-controlled component simulationtest serve& as the-cali-
brat%on,cl_a source fon_the.program. The-component:test uses a pr-ototy#.ical,
combustor liner_ specimen constructedin aa ide_tica:1con_.i,gur_ai_i,on -th cur-
rent combusto_tihers in engine serviCe. %'he-combustorl,iner,:rig data and.sup-
porting,i:.sothermaILconst_.tutive/fatigue.-datahas been.gene_ate_under exisi_ing
Pratt &.WhitneyAircraft comparLy-fui_de&programsand made avai.labl:efor-use in
this contract.
l
!
i
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3.0_.TASKI - HOT SECTIO_LCOI_)I_ENTSELE-CTION
_]L_Combusto_ Liner Rig
At Pr.att& Whitney Aircr.aft,.simulat_d combustorliners-havebeen eval.uatedin.
a specia_ll:yconstructedexper-lme_ta],rig_ Cycl£c engi-nelevel.temperaturesand
the4_ma]gradientsare-g_ne_ate_l,on-s_mu.latedcombustorl,iner.sby a..250 kW,.450.
kHz inductionbeater_used in.conjunction...wlthcontr4>l,]ed,coo}i_g air.tempera-
ture-and f:Iow..rate.A schematiC-drawing of,.therig_showing the p_rj._n..c.,_ipa.].,orn,
ponents-isshown,in Figut_e_i.
Coo-li,ng a,i.riS supplied to the _ower plenum_of the r4.gf_om a.non-vitiated
upstrean_air_heater at temperaturesup to 538oc (lO00°F).,The _r in.the,
lowe_ p}enum is then.dir,ected through flow-straightenerpl-atesto the upper
flow-d.$vide_,plate which permits ratio4ng shroud-Side,air-flow,to-hot-side.......
flow...Shroud_sideair provides the total,cooling air supp.li,,:6to the specimen
which,is dischargedt_to the hot-side flow annulus and then.,together w,i-_ththe.
metered hot-Sideflow, ejectedto ambiento__
The specimen is inductively-heated,by power supplied,_rom a 250 kW, 450kHz
inductionheate_.High frequency(450 kliz)heatinghas been chosen-tominimize
the depth of pe_etrationof the inducedCurrent (heat) in the tes" specimento
best simulatethe thermal surface loadings (radiative/condUctive)experienced
by combustorliners in engineoperation.........
The inductioncoil is supportedon a-fr_neworkof,glass-bondedmica which,is
transparentto the inductionfield. A 48.3 cm (19 in) diameter quartz cylinder
(also transparentto the field) is positionedbetween,the coil and the speci-
men to form the inner boundary of the hot-sideflow annulus,The quartz cylin-
der is,retained in position by a 45.4 kg (100 Ib). quartz cover. The tes_:
specimen selected for this program simulates a combustor outer liner and
incorporatesfive (5) sheet metal H&stelloy-X louvers. Prior t_)testing, the
test section, transitionpieces and top shroud cover are assembledas a unit.
This provides a permanent instrumentationinstallationand facilitatesfre-
quent inspectionduring,testing.,The assembledlouver test specimen and cover
are shown in Figure 2A. Fine wire chromel-alumeltherm.ocouplesare-used to
determinetemperaturedistributionsduring testing..Typical thermocoupleloca-
tions are shown,in Figure 2B.
3,2......CyclicThermalLoadingand_LailureData
For this program_ results of a single cyclic test were used to provide t1_e
te_Iperatureand failure data for the thermal/structuralanalysisand life pre-
dictions. All informationfrom the test was taken from the third (center)
louverof the test specimen.
The test program consistedof a ninety (go) second thern_alcycle in which the
rig cooli,,gair was maintained at a constant temperature and flow rate
(504oc-2.5 kg/sec (940OF-5.5 Ib./sec.)) while cycling power from the
inductionheater.A representativetransientand steady state temperaturedis-
tributionmeasured on the center (third) louver is shown in Figure 3. The
4
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cycle ¢onsists of.a twenty (2(_)second transient from an i-sotherma.l{5049C
(g40OF)) to maximu_ temperature,distribution.,a forJ:y(40) second_ steady
state_ortion, and a_cooLdown.back to the.._o_gi,nal....L_ot1_erma],conditl_R, _
Du_ing,t1_etesting.,a max-iiBumcircumfere_ti¢I.-te_per.atur.edifference,o£ 44oc
(80OF). was recorded__i_ a_y time-po.int"in the cycl,e.,For..purposes of the
t_ermal and..str.u,ctur.alan _yse_,measurementswers averag_o provide a clr-
' cumferentiall.yuRif-ormtemperat_reprofile....
" A total,of-.1.730cyc]es were accumulated-on the-test specimens.Inspecti.or_for
;. cr_acki.ngus.l.ngeddy current and £1uo_openeCr-ant(.zy.glo)technlcLuestarted at
_ cycle..500 and continuedin iBtervclsof 125 or-25J),cycTes_The acceptedl._mi.t !of the small_=stdetectable craclcthat the eddy current method.can.,reliab.lydetermineon the test specimenwas 0_0254 cm.(O,.010in.).Once the )oca.tiortef
a crack,was determined,_c.racktengths_weremeasur_edusing:the zyg]o tecbni.cLU.¢___
_, At cycle 1000, detectable craci_swere discovered at the,,edge.,,of tbe louver._
b. lip,..Subsequent cyCli._,and inspection..,reveal.ecLaddtt.i_onalcrack__inttiat_on
I 0riB,!-nsat.variouS-ci_cum£erentia.ll-oca.tionsat t1_e-edge-of the l_p, whi_-ea.rtLl:erdiscover.ed-cracksho_ed an axial propagation,growth mode-.A.,typical
I: crack _ocation obs_ved during testing is shown i_ Figure-4, Representative
crack length data for four crack l.ocation_are shown _ Figure 5. No other
crack initiationlocationswere observed during the test. I_eta.llu_jicalexam-
ination of the fr-acturesurfacesrevealed predominantlya tr_ansgran_Jlarc ack
growth mechanism, Oxidation of the su_faces...preventedfurther examination of
the,crack,beha_vior....................
Based on these results, axial lip crackingwas ideAtifiedas the key failure
mechanismand locationwhich would be addressedby the structuralanalysisand
Iire prediction,
.............. 1981008559'-TSA1()
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4.0 TASK I]_- HEAT TRANSFERAND STRESS-%TRAINANALYSIS
4.1 Heat l:_ansf_er._nalysi_
4.1,1 ThermalAnalyslsMethod
Transientthree-dimensioNalheat transfer analysisof the imductionrig louwr-
- test specimen was.conducted-to provide deta-tledtemperature-i.n_or_ationfor.
the structural,analysisan(Ll-irepred.ictionp_rtionsof the program.The anal-
ysis was-performedusing a Pratt & WhitneyAircraft de,loped t_her_alanal-ysis
sys_e_. The major elements of_this system includea geo_etricbreaku_ pr_pro-
cos.sotwh.i.cl$_rav_desa cL$_cretizattonof a.section-of the louver into a
series oi_individualthermal elements,whose properti_S ar_ associatedwith a
centroidalno_al point._A bOunctaryconditiom p_eprocessorspecifies_envi-ron-
meptal_,temperature,heat loadS,,and he.attransfer coefficientsa_ong the sur-
faces of.the model, For trar_stenthermal aAalyses_both the internalproper-
ties at the nodes (t:hermal.conductivSty,specific heat and heat generation)
- and the external:boundary condii_ions(film coefficier_ts,environmentaltemper-
ature, fluid temperature,,fluid flow rates-and heat generation)were specified
as fu_cti-onSof time..The temperatureat the nodes was then o_tained througNa
finite difference solution of the heat balance equation at each internal
point.....Surfacetemperatureswere determinedfrom the internaltemperaturesol-
utions and the local environmentalconditions.Compatibilii:ywith the struc-
tural finite elementmodel (discussedin section 4.2.2) was maintained, to a
large extent, to ensure accurate detailed temperatured_stributionsin areas
of _apidly changingtemperaturegradients.The interpolationof the predicted
_" temperaturesonto the struct_Jral,analysismap is discussedin section4.2.2
4.1.2.Model Description
_: The discretizedsectionof the third louver is shown in Figure 6. The size.and
dimensionsof i:hemodel were establishedbased on the closest geometricsym-
metry planes (to minimize computer run times) and the fact that the measured
_ circumferentialtemperaturedistributionsin the louver lip were quite uni-
_;. form. IChemode_ contains 496 internal nodes in two layers per sheet metal
thickness.The nodal density in the lip region and aroundthe coolingholes is
i c higb_erthan the remainderof the model.In the weld region, perfect contact between the upper and lower sheets is
: assumedover the middle half of the weld region (0.53 cm (0.21 i_)). An air
gap is assumed to separate the upper and lower sheet nodes over the initial
. and final 0.22 cm (0.085 in) in the weld region.
4.1.3 ThermalBoundaryConditions
Convection
There is convectiveheat loss from the test specimento the coolingair around
the entire contour,includingcooling holes.The only e_ception is at the end
points of the mod_l, where the actual test specimen is connected to up and
i
I0
I
(lownst_'eanl louw, rSo In order to pro_lde a cont.inuc_Lls conduct-toy) path wif-hm_t
I_w-inq _.o m_deL all i.h_ lou-w, rs in tl_ t_i._l, sp_,cim_,v___t:h_ ¢m'v'espmldlng up--
._t,i'ealll _l'id dowvlstt'£,,_lll llo_e.s are. t.hern_aTly (-_tmect.ed.
C_mvect.iveheat transfer coefi_icientsf_or the,hot. and cold sides, lip cavit-y
and cooling holes wero calculated w-itb-thechannel flow equation:
NNU = .023 NRe.O,_NpR 0.3
wilere NNU = Nussult number
NpR = Pra_idt.lmmlber
NRe : Reynolds numbm'
The hot. side coefficient was basad upon.the coolin.qflow-and slot dimensions
determined by._ti_ecListancebetween the hot ,_ideof tile.specimen and the qua_,_tz
linep. ll_e Imat t_a_sfer on the cold side of the lip is enhanced by ti_e
impinge_hentfSew. An empirically_determin_i cros_ flow impingement corre-lation
was used to calculate the hear.transfer coefficients fn tiffsre,qi.on.................................................................................
Radiation
In addition to the convective heat tra_}sfer,the upper and lower surface nodes
radiate to the rig walls at the cooling tempel'ature.....Ti_esilapefactor was cal-
culated frml t.ilequation for conGe,ntric cylinder_. Tileemissivity of tiletest
specimen and outer rig wall was assumed to be 0.8 while ti_.quartz inner wall
w_s taken as 0.9.. No radiation is assumed frc_llone part of the model to the
otiler,sucllas witi_inthe lip cavity.
Heat generation was assumed to be circumferentialIv uniform. Therefore, there
was no i_eat,transfer into or out of ti_emodel in a circumferential direction.
The onl,v-c,i_cum£erential variation inh'oduced is by ti_ecooling ho.legeom(_:ry.
Power Input
tleterminationof tile lleat flux on the louver was accomplished by a separ-ate
experiment. With the coolinq air turned off,.the specimen was subjected to a
rapid step increase in power frml tileinductior,heatm'..A llighspeed recorder
was used to monitor the initial thermocouple response. By a&suming no heat
loss frm_ the specimen at the thermocouple location, either throuqh convection
or c_'vduction,the rate of temperature rise was related to the lieatflux by:
• , dT
q = _'_I_ _'TIT)
where Cp = metal heat capaci[y (joule/kq oc)
q heat: flux (WAIT/m?")
T -metal temperature (oc)
_' = metal t.hickness (cm)
P - time (secl
p --metal density (k_/m3)
II
.... ..,-i.". ..... ..... , ,, ,.",,.',, ' , ,, ,', , ' .......... ,
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The measured,heat flux values f_om the experimentwere.then usecLtQ ca]ct_late
a.flux c_i_ributiona_longthe._ouver durJ.ngthe actual cy_l.ictes_:.This dis-
tribution is show_ in-Figur_ 7. in.the.thermal analysis,the-hea% flux.yeas-
introducedto the specimen thr-ough,the hot side.surface nodes..Thi_ is.a good
approximation..oFhigh.-frequencyinductionheatiJ_gwhere the __t faULts-
rapidlywith distanceinto the-specimen,.
The variationof tnpu.tpower (heat flux) w.i.thtime for the cyc,lic fatigue test
was contr-_l:edby a DATATRAK system,This v.arJation,with time $s shown i_
Etgure 8,.Duri.ngth_..trans.ient,....heattransferanalysis the flux was appl.iedin
a s.l,_ilat manner.
4.1.4 Resultsof Heat TransferAnalysis_
T.heheat transfer analysi.s-ofthe l.ouversectionwa_ completedin two stages.
In_tla.lly,.a steady state calculation,was per.formedusing the heat transfer
coefficientsand heat.flux.va)_es deterrMnedby the.methods discussed,in sec-
tion 4.1.3.These-resultsindicatedthat the.predictedtemper-ature_were cool.-
er than the averaged thermocoupledata..The.greatest differencebetween the
prediction and. the data. at any one location was 36oc (65oE). In. this
analysis,the greatest degree of uncertaintywas associatedw.iththe predic-
tion of the heat transfer,coefficients.Since greater accuracy was required
for the structuralanalysis and life prediction,modificationof the initial
heat transfer coefficient values was made to improvethe agreement_A local
aJyerageincrease of 50% over the originally computed values was required to
match the measured temperatures.The final distributionof heat transfercoef-
ficientsused in the analysisis shown in Figure 9..A comparisonof the steady
state predictionand thermocoupledata is shown in Figure 10. The distribution
shows a large temperaturegradientalong the o,_terhalf of the lip length and-
a comparabletemperaturedifferencebetween the weld and..colder....r.egion_in the
area of the coolingholes.......
For the transientanalysis,the modified heat-transfervalues were assumedto
remain constantthroughout the transientcycle. This is a reasonable assump-
tion since the cooling air temperatur.eand.flee rate remainedconstantduring
the cycling_ The comparison of the predicted transient temperatureresponse
and the measured data is shown in Figure 11. The analysisaccuratelypredicts
the transientresponse at all locationswithin the louver.The major features
of the thermal cycle include the maximum temperaturegradient occurringearly
in the cycle (10 sec,) and the inverse te_Iperaturegradient between the edge
of the louver lip and the weld regions du_ing the cool down portion of the
cycle.After the initia.lheatup on cycle I, a)l subsequentthermalcycles were
pi-edictedto be identical,
The final resultsof the transientheat transfer solutionwere used to create
an increhlentaltenlperaturefile for the structuralana.lysis.
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4.2 St_.s_--Str.ain_Analys_i_s
4,2._I_N.on--L_r_.ar___uctural-A_a]L_S_s_ethod
The MARC generalpurposefinite elementprogram.(ReZerence-I) was used.,to pre-
dict the resp.oaseof the lou_er component-tothe thermal-and mecha_dcal,l.oads.
In eva.luati-ngthe response-,the program...,assumes,that the-loading h_.stor_yis-
dividedinto a numbe_ of incrementallyapplied l_oading,steps, Eact_load-step
is the_ sequentiallyanalyzed_asa linear problem usi..ng....anappropriatestif:-
Zness matr_ixand load vector..
/
The plast1cityoalgorithm--i_MARC uses a .i_ange.ntsti.f_i_ne_sapproach,in_which
i the s1:iff.nessmatr_.x,ts upctateda.nckreassembted.£or_every pl.asticloading
inCrement..An-tterative-scheme is then,used_t_ calcu_late.the_r-espons_--,of the
structure-toeach individualload,increment.When the-sttains_used to estimate-
._. the stii_f_nessmatrix,in.the.assembl:y,phase-ar_-equal,,wi-thi:n_a:user-speci,fied-
to1_erance,to the st_ai-nsobtained,.inthe-solution_phase, the iteration is
terminatedand:.the-program:proceedsto the _ext loadi_ngincrement..If.,.co-_ve_g-_
ence -i_not obtained,within a number of cycles specifiedby the user, the pro-_
s gram will terminatewith.,an appropriateerror message, In ocder to ensure that....
B_ the solution does.not drift away from a state of equilibrium as loading pro-.
L_°_ gresses,the ai_pliedincrementalload._vector,_P, is modifiedby the add_ti.on
of a residual load correctionvector,P-I. This residual,load.vector is ob-
j. tained-by taking the sum of the internal reactions, _,.and subtractingthis
-_-_ vectorfrom the total external load vector, P. The residual load vector i_rom
,_ the (n-1)th increment is the_ used to augment the applied incrementalload
_ vectorin the nth increment.
_' For general use in structuresundergoingsmall deformation_the program uses
_ the Prandtl-Reu_s stress-strainequations of classical plasticity with a..
_i Von-Misesyield surface.The yield surfacemay be assumedto expand isotropic-
ally _sing the ISOTROPICoption. This option allows the material to harden,
but due to the eq ality of the yield conditionfor tensionand_cOmpression, t
-_ does not allo_ for a Bauschingereffect,The KINEMATI£option allowsthe yield
D s_rface to translatew_thout expansionbut predicts a closed hysteresis loop
after the.first cycle under strain control, The, COMBINED hardening option
allows the yield surface to expand and translate and was considered as the.
best model to represent the cyclic material response. A piecewise linear
representationof the monotonicstress-straincurves was provided through the I
MARC_user..subroutineWKSLP...
The nonlinearalgorithmemployed in the program assumes that the total strain
may be additively split into elastic, plastic, aridcreep cQmponents, The
plastic strain _ol is determined during the plastic loading phase accord-
ing to rate-independentplasticitytheory. It is assumed that the prior creep
strain _Cr does not affect the subsequent plastic response, so that no
interactioneffects are includedin the constitutivetheory.
13
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ThB creep option allows time dependentefZects to be.i_cludedby assumingthat
the creep response eclu_ations-a_econsti_u_iv_equ_ions which are validL-not
only f_r cons£ant stress hSstories,_but fQr general stress histories, The-
creep strain 'isassumed.,to_be independentof-prior I>lasticdeformation,The
program a3gori_thmassumesthat the nonlinearitiesdue.to the creep "constitu:
ti-verelation"may be i_co_po_atedinto a.suitable-toad vector and treatecLby
an-initial strain techn-i_lue,TJ_us,dur.ingsmall deformationcreep i_hestif-
fness.m_trix_emains constantand On3y the load.vector-,ischanged,or_atLi-p.cre-
mental,baSis_ Since-.tbe-stiffness-matrix is-constant,the-reassemb3vyof thSs
matrix is avoided and the p.r_gramsolvesi_or.the incrementaldi_p.l.aceme_sby
matr-txback substitution,It has been demo_sl_ratecLthat tkis r_sults i.n_..t_p-
tcal Sncremeni_a]computer times which ar_ abou_ 50% of the__computertlme
requ,ir.ed_for.the a_sembly ar_ solution requirec_in a plastic l_ading imcre-
ment. An automatic time stepping scheme is-incor.i}oratedinto the-sotution
a!gorithm,to take-ad_antage-,of the d_f-fusive-natur.eof th_ c_eep process,TJ_e
descripttonof the mater,ial creep responsefor this anal-ys}swas incorp.Qral;_c_
within the MARC user subroutit_e_CRPL/_W..................
Under the high temperaturesencounteredduring the-thermal loading cycle the
material w-ill,exi_ibittime dependentplasticbehavior- the material "creeps"
during the plastic loadingphase_ In order to properlyaccountfor such behav-
ior a time dependentplasticitytheory is needed..In default Of such a theory
the behavior was approximatedin the M_]__program by aBplying incrementsof
creep and plasticityalternately.
4.2.2 LouverFinite ElementModel
The three dimensional (3D) finite element model of the louver used in the
structural analysis is shown in Figure 12, The model contains an included
angle of 0,577° which represents the distance between the radial symmetry
planes of two adjacent cooling holes, This small model size was selected
because,of the circumferentiallyuniformtemperaturesin the louver lip region
and to minimize computerrun time.,Aspects of the modeling philosophy,which
had-_be establishedprior to the completeanalysis,are discussed.separately.
ElementType
As shown, the model consists of 30 elements,Twenty-ene (21) of the elements
are the 20 node isoparametricelement with reduced integrationusing 8 Gauss
points (MARC element #57). Since it is known that some reduced integration
point elements are unreliableif distortedshapes are used, the full 27 inte-
gration point element (MARC element #-21)was used around the cooling holes....
Selectionof the reducedintegrationpoint elementswas based on initialesti-
mates _f the savings in run time over the full integrationpoint element-,and
to minimize the required spatial temperature interpolationbetween _ heat
transferand structuralanalysismeshes.
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Bour_tar-yCondLttons-.
The eff.ect,of the compl'lete_....she_lstruGtur,e w,as_siJ_ulatedby the appropriate
b_undav-ycond:iti,ons.,.Al:ong-the.vadia:tplanes AC andLBD (Figure 12), oBly
radial dr.i_pl_cementwas permit_ced._Tl_iswas,acco_plishec[by use of the T.EANS-
FORMAIC30N.option,to tra.nsfomthe global-degreesof freedom-inthese planes to
the l_cal c_ord.lnata,systemS,_Along the planes AB AND CD the effect of the
fore and-a_t'lo_versv_assimulatedby requiringthat the _adiai displacement_
of-.noda.lpointson each p)..anewere relatedby tbe-equA¢..ion:
RAB.
&AB = _CD x
RCD
where: RAB o_ ginal,.,..radlal,coordlnate orLAB...............................................................................................................................
RCD origi_a]r-ad_ialcoordinate...on-CD
An additi..o_al_conditionequatectthe axial slopes along these p._anes.These
conditions were prescribed b_ the user subroutine UFORMS. The fact that a
series of louversmay be representedby this techniquehad been-demonstrated
in previaus.elastic shelI of,._.revolution analyses.
DoublePrecision
Numerical accuracy problems associated with the small included angle were
investigated-witha simple two elementmodel having an included angle equal to
the louver model, An initial analysiswith this model did produceunacceptably
large stresses when run in an isothermal condition. In this problem, the
racial displacements,du_ to the free thermal growth,were several orders of
magnitude larger than the circumferential displacements. Circumi_erential
(hoop) stresses were produced aS a result of the numericalround-off during
the solution,Using a double precision version of MARC significantlyreduced
the ro'Jnd-offe_ror to producean acceptableisothermalsolution,
Performanceof the reduced integrationpoinICelement in double precisionwas
further verified,_ith a-linear temperature distribution.In this analysis_
boundary conditionswere applieE simulatinga section of a long cylinder _ith-
a through thicknesstemperaturedistribution,The resu].tsof the linear elas-
tic solution indicate almost exact agreement_w_th the known elasticity solu-
tion.
Mesh Density
An elementmesh densitystudy was conductedto ident_ifyan optimummesh along
the louver lip, This was initially considerednecessarybecause of the large
temperaturegradient along the lip. The study was conducted using a linear
elastic axisymmetricrepresentationof the 3D louver model. A temperature
distributionassociatedwith the maximum lip to weld temperaturedifference
(10 sec) was used in all analyses.A total of four (4) element meshes were
!il
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considered.._Theresults of the analyses (shown in Eigure 19) indicate 1-ittle
sensitt-vityoFthe predictedhoop.(c_r-cumferentlal}mechan_ca.ls-tr_i_di.st_i-
bution to the number--oi_elements t_ the model.,Based on these-results the-
eight.._.leme_J_esb...(mesh _I) was.selectedfor the .3D..1ouver....mode_..............................................................................................
Weld Simulation
In the actual,louver, the seam weld ex_.endsonly over a portion of:the over-
lapping sheets-(see Figure 6.),..Dur.ingthe heat,up porti.o_,of the testlcycle
I.L the hotter l-ou.ve_lip wants to expand radiallya-larger amountthan.the.colder
knuckSe and cooling hole region. Th_S resu_i;s,analyticall.ytn ov_rlapp.lng_of
the.,structureinIthis reg:ion(an impossibility)..An_lyses conducted-usingthe
TYING option i.n.MARC1:oprevent the overl:app.tng:of these nodes indicateda-.1.3%
!_ incr-easein°h,oop mechanical strain re_ative.....tothe case where__o_erlapplng
_.. allowed to-occuro
i'
i- The pbil_)sophyused for the 3D model-was to tie-.thenodes to preveni:overlap-
b_. ping.during th_ heat-up and steady s_ate portions of the cycle and.then use
the TYING CHANGE._optionto untie the nodes duringthe cool-downportionof the
I cycle...
_- Initial Ver.ification of 3D Model _
Prior to runningthe complete thernlalcycle, the 3D louvermodel was run with
isothermal and pressure loading conditions to verify the constructionand
modeling assumptions. The free thermal (isothermal)test case, with all
"_ requiredboundary conditions,transformations,and ties requiredfor the small
: included angle model, predictedessentiallyzero stress throughoutthe struc-
ture. The second test case was run with a uniform pressure load (2.67 x 104
N/m2 (4 psi)) simulating the actua.lpressuredrop that occurred in the com-
bustor liner test. Results ofthis analysisindicateda,_maximumhoop stress of
b -6.89 MPA (-1 KSI) and are in good agreement with the predicted stresses
_ obtainedfrom an axisymmetriclouver analysiswith the same pressure loading.
Based on these tw_ cases,the constructi.onof the model was verified._
In the final form, the 39 model required640K double precisionwords.,of stor.-
age on the IBM 370/3033system...............................................................................................................................................
ThermalIncrementFile
The loading sequence f-orthe louver analysis consisted of initally applying
the mechanicalpressure load followed by the temperatureincrementsas deter-
mined from-the heat transfer analysis.The thermal loadingcycle was repeated
as required,As discussed in Section 4=I.1, the heat transfer finite differ-
ence map was determined based on locating a temperature solution point as
close as possible to the finite element integrationpoint. Thus the 4:1 ele-
ment relationshipbetween the two meshes shown in Figures 6 and 12. The
results of the transient heat transfer analysis discussed in Section 4,1.1
were used to define the temperaturehistorythroughoutthe louver model.With-
- -- .... _ ..... , I ,i • II , I ill I II I I i
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in the MARC program,,the--all_w_kl_let_nperature increment size is estimated.
from the r-e]-atiom
6,'1"'_ i': "Y
t:o'
where:................4 T = temperaturei_cr.ement(oc)
o...y = yield stress (MPA)
E = Young-'s.Modulus CMPA)
= coefficientof ther_ialexpansion(oc-1)
F = factorbased-on in-.housexperience.(0.30 in this
ana]-ysi )
This.gui41eline is.used to prevent excessive.,stra.in(stress)changes_occurring.
during,a.loading,incrementpossibly effectingthe stabilityof the solution..
Generation of-the temperature-incrementfile and required spat.ial,interpola.-
tion between the heat transfer and finite elementmes_e_ was accomplishedby
the general interpolatordescribedin Reference 2. Initialexperiencefor the
3D model v_iththis interpola.tionwas not successful,particularlyin the a)_ea
of the overlapping sheets. The final thermal file required a considerable
amount of manual modificationof the temperatureincrementsto ol_taintempera-
tures at all integrationpoints to _ithin 3oc (5OF) of the-desired vatue
from the thermal analysis. In the complete analysis,the successive tempera-
ture incrementswere obtained from the thermal file with the MARC subroutine
CREDE.
4.2.3 MaterialModel
Cycl.icPlasticityModel
The combustor iiner specimen, discussed in Section 3._ was constructed of
HastelloyX sheet material.This is a fine grained nickelbase alloy which has
relatively low strength but high ductility at elevated temperatures.-.It is
representativeof the combustor liner materials used in the gas turbine
industry.Previou_experimentaltestingconducted,..bothinternallyby P&WA and
under Reference3, have shown that tl_ismaterial is highly strain-rate (time)
sensitiveat elevated,temperature,i..e.,creep and plasticityoccur simultan-
eously.The temperaturesattainedin the cyclic louver test are well into the
range where time dependentplasticitywill comprise a significantportion of
the structuralresponse..In addition,the differentialheating and cooling of
the louver produces a variable strain rate throughout the loadingcycle. The
generalmaterial model available in the MARC code (and most other non-linear
codes) is based on classical time independentplasticitytheory w-:_tha Von
Mises yield criterion, Cyclic plasticity is considered by either the iso-
tropic, kinematic, or combined hardening rules. For the louver analyses, a
cyclic plasticitymodel consistentwith an estimated average strain rate was
used together with a creep simulation to account for time dependenceat the
lower strainrates.
17
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The deve.lopmentof the Hastelloy X material pl,astidty mode_ considered a
tri-linear representationof the.monotonic tensile cur_vesand the COMBINED
cyc-lichardeningrule. The criteriafor developmentof the model was ba_ed on
p_ed._ctionof the cycl.icinelastic _rai.n range observed durSng stabilized
isothermal str-aincontrolled,testing at representativestarai_rates-,In con-
structinga monotonic:curve for each temperature-w_thi_,the-analysisthe elas-
tic modulu(,,work hardening slope .and stress level (at l.argestrains-)was
chosen,based on previous te_ting conducted at 0..008m}n-1. Tl_eyiel.dpoint
was.determinedusing the .tal_gencypoint-of the actual stre_s_strai.n_urve and-
by..equatingthe areas under l:heexper.imentaland an_l.yticalcur.ves,_Figure-14
shows a representat.i_econstruction...Usi.ng this approach,,,the monotonic
stress-str.a_ncurves-for temperatures betwee_ 427oc (800OE) and- g82oc
(1800oF) were constructed,and i_ncorporatedinto the MARC _SLP user sub-.
routine..T-hecomplet:e-Stres_-str_descriptionused in the louver analysisi.s
presentedi.nFigur,e15.
A.serie_ of isothermal,uniaxia] simulationswere run to verify the accuracy
of the representationunder monotonicand,cyclic loading.Figures 16A through
16C show the predicted results at: 760oc (1400OF), 871oc (1600OF) and
982oc (1800oF) for cyclic strain controlled loading bei:ween+0.6% strain.
Shown are the stable 5th cycle MARC.resultsvs availablecyclic'test_ata for
two representative strain rates (_ = 2.4 X "]0-2MIN-1 and _ = 2.4 X 10-3,
MIN_*I).As shown, the stable stress values and the cyclic plastic s_rain
range (widthof the loop.)are consistentrela.tiveto the test data.....................................
Creep Model
A creep solution was included in the analysis to model the time dependent
material response at the slower strain rates. This was accomplishedusing the
MARC subroutineCRPLAW and required that the incrementalplasticitysolution
be periodicallystoppedand "creep allowed..,to.occur."
The final form of the creep simulationincorporatedinto the CRPLAW subroutine
is:
_CR = Ao nt
CCR = creep strain
wJ_ o = stress (KSI-)
t = time (hrs)
A, n = temperaturedependentconstants
,,_ The simulationof the instantaneoustime dependentnature of tne high tempera-
ture material response required that the constantsbe determinedfrom short
time (<1 minute), high stress level (_applied)0.5 _yield) Hastelloy X
creep data.
o;
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The accuracy of tl_isconstant rate mode_ was demonstratedby simu_lati-onf
mon_t_onlcstress ce_axation tests__Stress re_a.xa_io_,,not creep,,is appro-
priate in judging the..._aoddl-_i_ce_with the thermal,load_a_g,,t_e time-depend-
ent louver._.esponseis predomtnatelys.tressrelaxation. Compariso_ of.thdse
results are show_ in Figure 17, Good agreement is obtained ,_Li_th-the-mode3,
I_ pa__t_-cul_-lyfor the l_ighP.z__emperatur.es(>-8710C(1600OF))............
i
A piecewiseinterpo1_ti-or_-schemewas developedfor the temperaturedepende_ce-
_,r of the constants.#,and n_ In t'nel-ou_eranalysis,creep was "allowed"to occur
between130(io_and 18000.F.The valuesof the'constantswere determinedas:
L
7049C-871oc A = 3..05x I0"12 t_ _117"87 n = 3,39 x 10-3(T)
_. (1300°F-1600°F)
i_ 871o-c-927oc A = 9.48.x 10-30 IT_ 03"64..........n = -1.63 x IO-2LT_)+31.49
(1600°F-1700°F) _lO00J
927oc-982oc A = 2.49 x 10"23 /_ __75"78 n =-1.27,_x,,10-2(T)+25.3_
(1700oE_1800OF) _1000)
where T = metal temperature(OF)
4.2._4Results of the 3D Non-LinearAnalysis
The fatigue critical location of the combustorliner specimen is the edge of
the louver lip, The observedfailuremode is axial crack propagationfrom the
edge toward the weld. Results of the structural analysis indicatedthat this
location experiences essentially a uniaxial (circumferential/hoop)stress
field, In the following discussion,the predicted hoop stress/straincompon-
ents at the element integrationpoint closest to the edge have been used.to
define the response.
The predicted results for the first two thermal loading,cycles are shown in
Figure 18, A representativetemperature history used in this analysis for
three locations in the louver model (end of the lip, weld, and knuckle) is
shown in Figure lg_ Referringto the letter designationsand the temperatures,
the response at the-end of.the lip throughout the two loading cycles can be
folIowed.
A - (0 sec - 504oc (940OF)) Start of cycle 1
B - (5 sec - 732oc (1350OF)) Initialyield point
19
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C- (12.5"sec....g21°C (1690°F)) Beginn_g: of f-.irstcr-eepincrement..The
increase-inmechanical,stY'aJ,nfrom B to C
is produced,,l_ythe increasLin_temper,_i_ure
d_-ffe_encethroughout;the, l_ver. The
reductlon--i4_st_es_ level is associated.
w.ith_.thetemperatur_e-dependence,of -the
stress-strai,ncurves u_d:._.l_the_anal_c_is.
D - (60..,sec....-.,,95.4:oc....(1750oE))E_ of the heating portion.of.the ther-mal
cycle..Temperature.betweenC and:.Dremain._
essen_aTly constant_ The. response
betwee_.C-andIi.consists of"creep/relaxa--
tion and el_sti-cunl.oading. Ratio_ale fob-
three ('3)creep i_creme_ used is dis-
cussedbel.ow.
E - (66 sec --760oc(1400OF)) Reverse-_ield point dur.ing.cool down.
F - (78 sec - 513oc (g55oF)) Minimum strainI_o._nt.
A'- (90sec- 504oc (940OF)) End of cycle 1, beginningof cycle 2.
Due to the tensile residual stress at the end of-cycle 1, subsequentloading
in cycle 2 requires more thermal loadingincrementsto producer.e-yi.eldingof
the louver lip (pointB')._The rapid temperaturerise in the heatup portionof
the cycle results in this yield point occurrin9 at 893oc (1640oF) vs
732°C (1350°F) as in cycle 1. The lower stress level at B ' 159 MPA-(23
KS[)) reflects the,temperaturedependence of the stress-straincurves in the
analysis.The remainingpoints in the second cycle (C' - F_) occur at simiTar
times as in the.first cycle.
As discussedprevi.ou_ly,the analysiswas conductedwith the time-independent
plasticity form_latlon in the MARC code. The stress-straincurves that are
used.were generated at a strain rate representativeof the expected average
rate experienced dur)ng the loading cycle. To account for the actual time
depender_tmaterial response, a creep solution was included,in i_hethermal
loadingcycle. In attemptingto determinethe amount of creep time and at what
point in the loading_cycleit-shoul.dbe included,the variationin strain,rate
throughoutthe cycle was considered.Figure 20 shows the predictedvariatior_
in strainrate at the end of the louver lip for a portionof the first thermal
loadingcycle. The strainrate was evaluatedbased on the p_edictedmechanical
strain incrementsand the time associatedwith the temperaturechange for that )
increment, The results show-a rapid (>.01 min-1) in4tial strain-rate, a
peak value occurring at 6 sec and a dramatic drop in strain rate after 10
sec. Since the predictedresponseduring most of the firs.t10 sec of the cycle
is elasticloading(A - B, A' - B') and not generall_rate sensitive,only the
remaining 50 sec of the heat-upwas consideredfo_ the creep simuJation.The
50 sec of creep time was arbitrarilydivided into 3 segments and applied as
folIows•
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5 sec IlO - 15 secI applied_ the-12.5sec poi_t_1 I_ 30 e.} at 20 see-point
30.sec (30 - 68--tee) applted at-.the45 sec point--
As shown..,inEigure 18, the three (3) creep s_uti_Is,p_oducebotl_a reduction
in_stress.{re_axatior_)a_d,.an increase in strain, Elastic unloadingfollows-
eacl_creep so_u.tion,l:hesensitivityof these-results to the-creep mode_,,ing
was-investigatedby includi.nga_1 oi_the creep i_ime(50 sec) at the GO second
point i_ a separate l.oadin!)cycle,The r.esu.lts_ndi._cat-eda stoat1,change (6%J
in.the total,,Anelasti_c(p:.!,.as_ticand creep)_str-aJ[n_pred_ct_d...-fo_the cycle............
Th_ seconcLcycle (and all remaining cycl,es)required 78 M_RC increments aS
fol_lowe:-
60.themal loading (35 heat-up,25 cool down)
14'creep
1 tyi_qgchange
3 nu11..(nol.oad..l_o,insureequ,il.ibrium pri-o__to,c_eep_and_after the.tie change)-
Each l.oadingcycle required45 minutes of CPU time on an IBM 370/3033computer,
T-helouver model was finally,run through a total of six (6) complete thermal
loadingcycles.The predictedhoop stress and strain,history at the end of i_he
lip for the 6 cycles is shown in Figure 21. As-shown,.cycles2-G have similar
stress-strainloops that. are-movia_ (ratchetting)in the negative strain
directionand show a progressivelyhlgher peak tensile stress dur.ingthe cool
down portion of each cycle. Details of the sixth cycle response are shown i_
Figure 22 and contain the same elastic, plastic and creep regions cLiscussed
for cycle 2. The total mechanical strain range is defined as the distance
between points C* and F. The analysis required4 loadingcycles for the total
strainrange to stabilize.This result is shown in Figure 23 where the initial
strain range of 0.3406% (cycle i) increasesto 0.3482%by cycle 4 and.remains
constantfor cycles 5 and 6. This smaJl change in the total mechanical strain
range with the first 4 loading cycles is apparentlyproduced,by a decr.easein
the stiffness of the louver. With the combined hardening cyclic plasticity
model used in the analysis,a number of loacLingcycles are required to produce
a stabitizedstress-strainresponse at each locationIn the louver.The reduc-
t£on in loca_ stiffness,associated with the change in slope of the stress-
strain curve from the init_ialto stabilized curve, in combination with the
pressuce and thermal loads on the louver;p_oduce th_ 2% change in.mecha_¢al I
strain range.
The results of the first six (6) cycles also show that the cy¢l.icinelastic
-"- s_rain range is decreasing with each cycle, this can be seen in Figure 24 j'_
wlie_ethe individualinelasticstraiilcomponentsare plottedvs. cycle number, 1
" The compressiongoing inelasticstrain consists of the time-independentplas- ,
tic strain generated between points B and C and the creep strain produced
between points C and D....These individual componentsoccur during the heat-up
portion of each cycle and together comprise the total compressiongoing in-
elastic strain,The tension going inelastic (time-independent)strain occurs
21
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between points E and-F during the cool--downportionof.each cycl_,.As show_,
the total inelastic st_:alns_e not exactly fully rever_ed which results-in
the r-achettingo_ the stres.s_stra_nresponse-,.The change,in inel:ast4_-strai.n.
range ts consistentwith the fact-that,the stress,range,is increasingin each-
cycle. From Figure 21, the peak tensile stress produced during the cool por-
t,on of.each cycle--isi_c_easi,ng,With the h,igherpeak tensile stress, the
touver li_olocationnow.-hasa i.ongerelasticrange-to traversebef-or-eyiel_ding
can occur during heat-upof.tile.next'cycle.T-hi.srequir,es a larger teaper-ature
difference (more.loading increments)which,reduces the-amount of tempe_.ature
"1_oad!_ ava.i]ableto produceplastic strai_.,The h.ig_temperaturestress.,l_vels.
do.not change signi.ficantlyaf_ce_cycl.eI because the-cyclic _t_tess-stra.in.
curves ha:ve-hardenedto their fina],value,.The predicted creep ctrai._per
cycIe remainsessentlalIy con,_tant, consistentwith the,stable stress IeveIs.
Stress-_tcainresults at other locationsthroughout the 3D louver model are
presented in,the followingFigures..Results from the 6th loadingcycle indi-
cate:-
i. The maximum cycl.icstrair_range-occurs at the end of the louver lip.
Figure 25 indicates a rapid drop olafin cyclic strain range along the lip.
These results are consi.stentwith the observedfatigue faiIures originating at
the-endof the louver lip in the rig test.
2, Cyclic inelastic strain in the lip occurs in only the last 3 elements.
Figure 26 shows the 3D louver model with Jceyelementsnumbered,Figure 27 i,sa
composite stress-strainresult for the.last 3 lip elements (28, 29, 30). A
small amount of inelastic strain is observed in element 28 produced by the
creep solution,otherwisethe responseis elastic.
3. Elementscloser to the weld region show reduced values-of residualtensile
stress. I_ Figure 28, .element 24 shows a completely compress.ivestress
response.
4. Results in the knuckleregion (Figure29) shov_a-peak tensile stress dur-
ing the heatup portion of the loadingcycle and a residual compressivestress
at the end of the cycle, as expected.....The cyclic stra$_range at this point iS
approximately65% of-thecyclic range at the end.of the lip,
4.2.5 The_momechanicalSpecimenTest
As shown in Section 4,2.4, the predictedstress-strainresponseat the end of
the louver lip had,not stabilizedafter 6 thermal loading cycles. The mean
strain and stress values were increasing and the amount of cyclic inelastic
strain per cycle was decreasing.Accurate fatigue life predictionfor this
thermomechanicalresponse requires a detailed knowledge of the history of
these and other response parameters.Obviously the selectionOf the material
model (Section4.2.3) determines,to a large extent, the predictedresponse,
While the modeling assumptionswere calibratedwith isothermaltest data, the
actual componentresponse under varyingstrain rate and temperatureconditions
may be significantlydifferent.Testing of a _nooth,uniaxial,strain control-
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ied specimenw_s conductedto provJ-demateria_ response,dat_a,under the.thermo-
mechanical conditionsfor further-model Galibra-tiof_.and to de_ a stabl.e.............
responsefor the ]J.fe-i_redictl-o_-4Iortiono£ the prQgram.
Eratt & WI_itneyAircraft conducts the,_Qomechani.calfattguQ te$i_ingon-a
r.outi-nebasis, The.experimentals_v,stem developed to conduct these tests is
based upon-stand,ard-closedloop s_rvohydr_ulictest machines using low fr-e-
quency (lOk-Hz)i.nductl.onheating and-compressedair f-ortemperaturecontrol,on-
the specimen (Ref..4), Specimen temper.aturemeasurement ts prov.idedby radia-
tion pyrometerand used in conjUI_ct,i-on-withindependentl.ycompute_ co_tro-lled
prep_ogrammed_mechanical strain-ancLtemperatureh:istori.es,The.system i-scap-
able _ cycl,_ngat a positi,ve or negativemean:...str_.n,with.either stress,or
strain con_txoland hold-timeswithin each cycle.The tubularspecimen used for
th._ type of testing is-shown in Figure 30. Axial strain is measured,from the
mach-inedinter.nalr.idgesutilizinga li.nearvariable di.ff.erentialtr-ansformer
(LVJ)T)and a quartz internalextenso_eter.Load and total s.train,for t11issys--
tern.cah....becontrQ-lled..to wi-thinI% and.temperaturewithin;2oc (4OF)
l_he•predictedcircumferentialmechanical strain and temperaturehistoriesfor
the 6th thermal loading cycle at the edge of the louver lip were used to
define the specimentest condit$ons,This-is..shownin Figure 31 where the let-
ter designationsare consistentwith the points-in the loadingcycle described
in section 4.2,4. Because the region near the edge of the louver lip exper.-
iences a uniaxial stress field, the.stress-strainoutput from the specimen
test is consideredrepresentativeof thr actual response producingthe fatigue
failure,
Dur-ingthe first 14 cycles of the test the strain range was inadvertantlyset
larger ( _= ,39% vs.. _e= .35%) than the desired value. This resulted in
the slightly."fatter" stress-strainloops shown in the data. After cycle 14,
the strain range--wascorrected.A total of 138 cycles was accumulatedon the
specimen with the "non-linear"strain temperature history. General observa-
tions-fromthe test resultsare:
I. The stress-strain response stabilized within the first complete cycle
(cycle#3, cycles 1 and 2 were requiredfor start-up)
2. No appreciablerelaxation of the response was observed.._duringthe 138
cycles
3, The ho!d time had essentially no effect on.the shape of the response
4. Reverse plasticityis observed duringthe cool down portionof the cycle
Resultsfrom the testingare presentedin tae followingFigures:
Figure 32 - Comparisonof cycle 3 vs. cycle 11 indicatesa stable response
Figure 33 -Cycle 11 vs. cycle 20 showing the effect of larger strain
range duringthe first 14 cycles
Figure 34 - Cycles 60-70-B0indicatesrepeatibilityof the response
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The comp_ar-isonof" the experinm,tal results with-the pred$ctect6th cycle
response i_ .shownin.Fi.gu_e35_ In general-,the p_edicted.-res_Q_ns_.-forthSs
cyGle shows qua11.tativeagreement with the experiment,Fur.therIn_estlgatton
of the abi.lltyof.the-materialmodel to-reproducethe experimental-results-was
conductedwitli_.a one dime_i onaT, stra,in-cont_ol-l_m_.,ana-lytical simula_Ion o£,
the experimep,t This analysis used.th_ same material:mode] as t_he3D louver
analysisand,was run through the same mechanical-sCrain-tempe_atureh,is,toryas
the specimen test, The sin_pli¢ityof the analysis a11owecta larger _umb_r-of
cycles to be econcmicallyrun to evaluate ma%er.,ialcyc-l,tc response. ?.hes_
results,i.nconjuncti-onwith-resu.ltsfrom p_evi,ous iS_themal ama]yseS,result
|. in.the fol1o_ing conclusions.,..relative to,the matLerial model.......
1. Unde_- isothemmal,,strai,r_ control.ledcycling, tl_e.combined (is_tr.o_oic-
ki,nemati-c)hardeningmodel _Li11.predict a stab-lestress-str-ain,response-.
I This is demonstratedtn.Eigures 16A, 16B,_..16C..
; 2 The i_nela_ticstrain.,pr.oducedby a creep and/or stress relaxation does
J not i_cr.easethe size of the yield surface. This-,.mayresult in an
_. app_arentrachetting_of the stress-strain_response.
|- 3. For the thermomechanicalcycle considered,the predicted stress-strain
_ response did not stabilize.This conclusionmay be cycle and/or material
model depende_t,.
4, The results in Figure 36 show the cyclic harder_ingthat occurs i_or,.,_,,the
one dimensionalanalysisduring the first 15 loadingcycles.
_: 5.........The inelasticstrain components for cycles 1-15 are shown in Figure 37.
I As indicated, the creep strain per cycle remains essentia.llyconstant
while the cyclic plasticity is decreasing.Th_s is consistent with the
resultsfrom the 3D louver analysisand suggests that additionalcycling
_ would have produced a smaller amount of cyclic inelestic strain than
predictedfor the 6th loadingcycle.
6............A comparisonbetween the predictedresponsefor cycle.15 and the r.esults
of the specimen test is shown in,Figure38. The predictionhas a larger
tensile mean stress and a smaller amount of cyclic inelesti-cstr,_i,
(definedas-thew_.dth,of the loop acrossthe strainaxis)....
It appearsthat furthermodificationto the materialmodel (combinedhardening
and creep simulation) is required to accurately reproduce the Hastelloy X
thermomechan_c_l response.
4.2.6 Linear,ElasticAnalysis
Within the design process, rigorous non-linear analysis as described in Sec- i
tion 4.2.4may.not be always practical.This is particularlytrue where sever- '
al iterationsare required to establish the final design geometry. A linear
elastic analysis of the 3D louver model was conductedto establishthe rela-
tionship between the elastic response at the louver lip and the results pre-
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dtct_l by the n_mllnear analy-_is. The result._ were u._ed tt_ tdenftfy a-simpli-
fied (shm't cub) approach to quallta.tlwly deterlfitn_ the actua-1 respon,,_e,fr,am
the elastic respmlse.,l'I_,anaT.ysisused the same finite el_i_en1"model and
i_lcr¢,lmnLal t_npe_atut'e loadtnq as the n{mltn_.ar analysis. The yield points tn
the stro._s strain curve descr_pt:lon w,,)re set at a_ arbitrarily hiqtl valL_, ta
prevent: yleldlnq during the cycle_ stmul.a_on _as-not: lncluded tn
the e:lasticanalysis.
Predicteds_tres._-strainresults at the e_idof*the lip are sllownin Figure 39.
A_ain uslnq tile smile letter desi_atlon a_ the non-.linearanalysis t.he
response can he f_l-lL_d4
A - Stat;tof c,v_:le
C* - MinlmLillmechani-c.alstrainpoint
D - End of heat-upport_onof cycle
F - Maximti_$mechanica.lstrainpoint
A' - End of cycle
A comparisonof.these resu3-tswith tl_ predictednon-li-nearanalysis results
indicares:
Elastic Non-Linear(6thCycle)
Max. Strain% +.0135 -.lO0
Min. Strain% -.3_I -.44,'I
StrainRange % .3751 .34}_
M_an Stn'ain% -.174 -.274
Mean Stress (_A) ,4._ + 13,'I
(Ks ) (- (+ o.o1
The cyclic strain range predictedwith the elastic analysis is within ,R%of
the val_ frml the 6th cycle of the non-linearanalysis.Whi-lethe peak stre._s
and strain w_lues are different between tl_ analyses, the shapes of the
strain-t_n_x,rature histories are similar. These results, si_ownin Figure 40,
are due to the fact that the Im_ver is primarilya then_allyloaded structm'e
and the variation in t:he_lal_train (_._T),..._h.lclt...producesthe stresses, i
independent of mat.eft al stiffness.
Tt_: elastic st,rain-tml_rature history was used in the ,levE_lo_wllentof a quali-
tative approxt;nation of the non-linear results, frm_ the el astic calculations,
Refe_'im.1 to Figure 41, the predicted mechanical strain-h_i_pm'at:ure hi story and
the monotonic stress-strain curves (Figure 15) are used t_) construct the
stress-straln response during the loading (heating) p_ortion of the. first load
cycle. This corresponds to.. the minimta_ strain point (rl) in the li.qure. Elastic
unloading Is ass_alied to occur frml thls point at an average elastic modulus.
Estimation of tile reverse yield point Is based on two-..asst_nptions.
I. All of the mechanical strain generated during the heatinq portion of the
cycle is plastic strain. 1
1
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2. lh_, siz_ of the .yield surface during unloadin_e'.h, tL_nperal:ln'e is
d_2_ined using all tsotropic rule.
TI_ r_verse,yieldpoint is labeledE in Figure 41. Continuedunloading(cool-
ing) ta_,esplace aleng ,vlaverage_Iastlc m_dulus_ determinedfrL11_the t_l_per-
atures in thi,_port-_owlof the c,ycle,to point F (the maximti_lstrain).Re.load-
ing for the se_;ondcycle a_lainuses an avera_.elastic modulus. The new yield
point:is determinedwith the same a_sumptions,.however,ti1__-equivalentplastic
stt'ainhas been increas_dbased on the rever_xlyielding during _he-tmloading,
This..produc_san additional _ount of strain hat,fetingwhich raises tl_ene_-
yield point for th_ loading portion of the cycl_ C(_parlson of the cyclic
response using this approach with the ?nd cyGle respon,sefr_x_the non,linear
analysis i_ also sh{_wn,in th_ Fig.ure,Further cycling would produce a more
elastic response (small inelastic strain range) due tb the increased ,vield
stress associatedw_th the isotr_pichardening ass_ption..Strain rachetting
cannot occur because the strain hi_ory is Fixed by the elasticsolution.Time
dependent (creep) effects-havenot.been included.,This approach has p_oduced
good qualitative_es_Its, for the one dimensionals_ress state under strain
controlledloading, relative to the more rigorousnon-linearanalysis.It may
prove uset"ulfor f_ture anal.ysisof this type where an approximationof the
response is acceptable.
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Figure 16B Predictionof CyclicRespense at 871oc (1600OF)
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5.0 TASK III CYCLICLIFE PREDICTIONAND SENSITIVITYANALYSIS
5.1 Introductlon
The cyclic therm_nechanicalloading,experiencedby the louver component is
representativeof the loadingon ma_y of the structuralco(nponentsin the hot
section of the gas turbime engine and is one of the mo_t difficultproblems
for accurate durabilityprediction.The well defined experimentaland analy-
tica,lr_ults obtainedfor the louver componenthave been used as-a basis for
the evaluation of several existing,life prediction procedures.The failure
mode for the louver has been consideredas two mechanisms,crack initi.ationat
the edge of the louver lip and axial crack propagati_)nfrom the edge of the
lip toward the weld, Three crack initiationprocedures,descrSbedin the cur-
rent l-iterature,were selected and applied to this problem to determinetheir
• capabilityto pred.ictthe louver lip crack initiationlife. A linearelastic
fracture mechanics analysis was cm_ducted and the results compared to-the
observed lSfe growth data. Finally, a sensitivityanalysi_ was conductedon
each of the three crack initiationmodels.
All of the louver,lip informationpresentedin the previoussections has been
predictedat the integrationpoint closestto edge of the lip. Previous analy-
sis using an axisymmetriclouver model to determine optimum element mesh
densityindicatedthat the strain gradientin the lip could be accuratelypre-
dicted by the 8 reduced integra%ionpoint el,_ents selectedfor the analysis.
For the crack initiationlife predictions,the stress and strain values at the
corner of the louver]ip were considereda_ the major "drivet" for the initia-
tion process.
The extrapolationprocedure used to determine these values was based on the
last 3 lip elements and is shown in Figure 42. The average value for each
layer of integrationpoints was used with a quadraticextrapolationto deter-
mine the surface strains.The two values of surface strain were then linearly
extrapolatedto the corner of the lip. Using this procedure, the variation
betweenthe corner node and the integrationpoint in terms of total mechanical
strain range is 7%. A similar procedure for the inelastic strain range
(definedas the tension going plastic strain from the MARC analysis)produced
a 17.5% increase in the value at the corner relative to the nearest integra-
tion point. In the following life prediction calculationsthe extrapolated
corner valuesare used,
5.2 Crack InitiationAnalyses
5.2.1 StrainRange PartitioningMethod
Strain Range Partitioning(Reference5) is a well known approachfor the pre-
diction of high temperature(creep/fatigue)crack initiationlife. The method
is based on the assumptionthat a structuralresponse contains time independ-
ent plastic and time dependentcreep components.Under cyclic reversed load-
ing, these components combine to produce four (4) possible types of damage
modes:
I
i iN
i i ,. I ........ I I
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pp - tens.ileplasticityreversed:by compressiveplasticity
pc - tensilepla_ticityreversedby compressivecreep
cp - tensilecreep reversed,by compres_ivepl-asticity.
cc - tensilecreep reversedby compressivecreep.
A complexstruci_ural,responseis consideredas containingas many as-thr.ee(3)
,, of these damagemodes. The usefulnessof tMs method has been.demonstratedby
many researchers,on isothermal test specimens subjected to complex loading
histories (Ref. £_. Life prediction by Strain Range Partitionl-ngrequires
basic life relationships( _,_vs_ Life_ for the 4 geneticdamage-mode,_of the
_ material being,considered.Ln addition,the inelastic strai.ncomponents gen-
erated by the actua.1loading cycle in the componentmust be dete_mined_..For
the Ix)uver,the predictedresult_ at the-end,of the lip were used to define
i t'hemagnitidesof the damage modes. The thermomechanicalresponsewas a_sumed_
to contain,only pp (tensileplastlcityrevisedby compr,essive p_asti_ity)and
i pc (tensileplasticityr.evisedby compressivecreep) damage. Thi_ is consist-ent with th as umptionthat all of the time dependentresponse s occuring at
|, the higher.temperaturewhen-thelip i_ in_ompression.
The generic pp and pc life lines used in the life predictionwere generated
from a separatePratt & WhitneyAircraft funded fatiguetest program.The pro-
gram consistedof uniaxial,strain controlledtests of fine grainedHastelloy
X material between 538oc (lO00OF) and g82oc (1800OF)_ Ful.ly revecsed
(pp) and compressivehold time (pc) tests were included.The strain rate used
for the pp tests (0.1rain-I) was consideredto be fast enough,to prevent any
' creep or relaxationduring these tests.The majority of the pp tests were con-
ducted at 871oc (1600OF), however, the limited number of specimens at the
other temperaturesdid not indicatea strong temperatur,e dependenceon fatigue
life. In establishingthe pp life line, all of the pp data was consideredas a
singledata set and a least squares fit used to define the life line. In the
compcessive hold time (pc) testing, the same transient strain rate (0.1
min-L) was used to reverse the strain and a I minute strain controlled hold
time imposed at the maximum compressive strain point. After reviewing th_
data, it was determined that the inelasticstrain generated in these tests
consisted of pp and pc damage (_Cpp/ _-_in _0.5 -0.75), Thi_ required
that the interactiondamage rule and the pp life relationshipbe used to
detennine the pc component. A limited number of pc tests were conducted at
760oc (1400OF) and 871oc (1600o_). The results showed a stronger tem-
perature dependence than in i;hepp tests, however, all data points were
grouped as one data set to establishthe pc life relationship.The pp and pc
life lines determinedfrom these tests are shown in Figure 43. Their equations
are:
Npp= \54.42 : Npc=\ c_'(_I/
, .., |
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The tn_tial life prediction v_iththe SRP method usect,the results from the 6th
loading cycle of the non-linear analysis. The pp and pc components were deter-
mined from the amount of compression going plastic and creep strain as pre-
dicted by MARC. The inelastic strain components at the element integration
point are _ pp --0,025% and _._ pc = O.O_K. Extrapolatino_the strains to the
corner of the louver lip and u_Jng the above Itfe relationships with the
interaction damage rule produces:
I l:l_p |:pc
= +
Niol ll Ni,'-'7"
Acpp = .0294'.i, '._(::pc = .0705
l;Pl_ = .2_)4 Fpc = ,70h
Npp = I(lOt)O Npc = 7850
Nlohl I = _.4tlO cycles v,_. I000 1250 cycles
ohscrvclllil'c
This overprediction of the crack initiation life may be associated with un-
certainty in the definition of the fatigue life relationships (particularly
the pc component). Additional fatigue data could potentially reduce the pre-
dicted life, however, it appears that the SRP method would still overpredict
the cracking by at least a factor of 2.
5.2.2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft - Commercial Products Division Combustor Life
Prediction Method:
Development of this method is fully described in Reference 7. It is concept-
ually the sane as the Strain Range Partitioning method in that the material
cyclic damage_is assumed to be partioned into separate "t,_es". For a combus-
tor loading cycle the PWA system a_sumes that the damage contains only
pp-(compressive plasticity reversed by tensile plasticity) and pc-(compressive
creep reversed by tensile plasticity) co_Iponents.The inelastic strain range-
life relationships used are similar in form to the "ductility normalized"
relationships proposed for SRP. They are:
nl'i' --TSll--, ; nr,. : a<l,<"I 2_ ,, I)p
- _ ' I II lill II I I I II lill i
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where: Np_.....- fatiguelife producedby the pp component
_%epp - pp componentof inelasticstrainrange_
Dp - temperaturedependenttensileductility
Npc - fatigue life I_rodu.cedby the Bc component
_Cpc - pc componentof inelasticstrain range
A lineardamagerule is used to predicttotal life.
I I I
Ntota I N.pp Npc
Prediction of the inelastic strain range components (_epp, '_epc) for this
method is based on the total mechanical cyclic strain range determinedfrom a
linearelasticanalysisand two algorithms:
where: A_TR - total strainrange predictedfrom linearelastic analysis
_el - endurancelimit strainrange associatedwith a fatigue
life of 108 cycles
E - Young'smodulus
K1 - temperaturedependentconstantused in stress- strain
curve representation( _ = KI_ m)
_:.. Bt - time and temperaturedependentconstantdevelopedfrom
creep-data for predictionof relaxationresponse
( _'C = Bto m)
Predictionof the louverlip crack initiationlife was based on the following
values_
_; _(:TR = 0.401% - extrapolatedtotal elastichoop strainrange at
,. corner of lip
Z. Dp = 38% - tensile ductility associated with maximum cycle
temperature(982°C (1800°F))
5?
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KI: 6,8 x 10-7,m-_ 3..i......
Bt = 5.7 _ 10-5 - Bas_xl-onstrain hold time at g82OC (1800OF)
E = 18.4x._103KSI......
Z_Cel : .18% - endurancelimit strainrange at maximum cycle
temperatureg82oc (1800OF)
The resultingquantitiesare:
_p,p = .221%;_epc = .068%
Npp : 3300 ; Npc = 3600
Ntotal : 1720 cycles
This method predicts a life closer to the observed componentlife, however,
the predicted inelastic strain range ( A_oR + A_pc) is nearly 2,9 times
as large as the inelasticstrain observed i_both the non-linearanalysisand
thermomechanicaluniaxial specimenttest. Reducingthe inelasticstrain range
to the observed value increases the calculated life to approximately8000
cycles,consistntwith the SRP prediction.In actual design practice calcula-
tion using this method would be used with experimentalengine and field ser-
vice data to determinean overallservicelife of the component.
Both of the above methods, based on the predictionof inelasticstrain,over-
predicted the louver cracking life. The fact that each is calibrated using
isothe_al fatigue and creep/fatigue data suggests that thermomechanical
(varyingtemperature)cyclingmay producefatiguedamage at a !=asterrate than
an isothermalcycle.
5.2,3 ContinuousDamageMethod:
The third crack initiationlife predictionfor the louver lip used the Contin-
uous Damage Approach proposed by J.L. Chaboche (References 8 and 9). This
method was selected for evaluationbecause it is sufficientlydifferent from
the previous two methods (P&WA-CPDCembustorLife PredictionMethod and Strain
Range Partitioning).The approach is similar in concept to the Ductility
Exhaustionmethod used in the prediction of turbineblade creep/fatiguellfe
at Pratt-&WhitneyAircraft (ReferenceI0).
The ContinuousDamage Method is a stressbased approachwhich assumesa damage
internalvariablethat defines the strengthof a material..The predictionof
life requires solution of differentiald_nage equations which determine the
evolution of this damage. The damage (D) is assumed to be 0 in the initial
undamagedstate and 1 at failure.For high temperatureloadingthe d_age con-
sists of creep (time dependent)and fatigue (time independent)components.
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The creep damage component follows the form of Kachanov. (Ref. l.l)and Rabo_v
(Ref. 12) and is written:
I"
dI')_: -_- (I D.)--dt
where: D = damage variable
A,r,k_ .= temperature-dependent coefficients
t- = time
The fatigue ch_mage_process is defined as;
dD [,. (l. l)_+ll (_(om,'6)[ om__ ] _
= - dN .....
[M_g)Cl D)
Oil
,!
where: a,b,Mo,/3 = temperature dependent coeff',cients
am = maximum stress in the cycle
= mean stress in the cycle
ou = ultimate tensile strength
o I = fatigue limit under completel_ reversed loading
of* : fatigue limit for non-zero mean stress
N : cycles
This expression describes, for rapid cycle fatigue (no creep), the relation-
ship between maximum stress and life including mean stress effects. Combining
the two damage expressions results in the interaction equation:
dl) = I (I I))"k + II (I I))/3+I It_ I ,IN
I(k+ I}Nc (_+ I)NI:(I (_)(I I)1_)
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I.ntegr_a_ingto determinetQtal life:
.I
=, _ = [I J_- {l I))-k + l1 (I I))_q+lI¢X' dl)
nt_:...........J....aI n(, tk+1) (_+I_(I .._)(l i),_
I
"." where R,:_ = total Iife
: creep fJ At (_L)r
Nc = life.in pure I --
= m = (k+ 1) . dt
NC 0
| ..... t t
i=- NF = _ure fatigue 1 = (i_+I)(I- oO - -
' nl ' (moll....
")
.-'k
_; For the combustorlouver lip life prediction,the Hastelloy X constantsfor
il the creep portion of the damage equation were determined from the high
stress-shorttime creep tests discussed-.inSection.4.2,3. The constantsasso-
ciated with the fatigue portion of the life predictionwere obtainedfrom the
: previous strain controlledfatigue tests used to generate the _epp vs. Npp
l_. life curve in the Strain Range Partitioninglife predictionmethod. Here, the
values of stress determinedfrom the stabilizedstress-strainloops were used
to determinethe constants. Several additionalass_nptionswere made for the
louver life predictionwith thismethod, they are:
1.......A mean stress has no effect on fatigue life for the louver thermome-
chanical fatigue cycle. This is based on limited data that suggests
mean stress values< 138 MPA (20ksi)have little effect on life. This
simplifiesthe fatigueequation allowing:
i i i
2.__Thecreep (relaxation)damage is assumed to occur only be-t_teenB71oc
(1600OF) and 9B4oC (1750oF) in-the lou_r cycle. Based on the
creep testing, t_necon_tantsA, r, K a_e temperatureindependent.No
difference is assumed to exist betwe_n-tension.-.vs,compression and
creep vs..relaxationdamage.............
3. For the case of a varial_letemperature history (thermomechanical
fatigue),Chaboche proposesthe idea of an effectivetemperaturewhich
i_ used to evaluatethe constantsin the fatigue equation.The effec-
tive temperature is deter_ned by considering the thermomechard.cal
fatigue cycle on a _on--.dimenSionalized_tress basis which-results in
the equation:
L = 1 fy _(I')<dll>Nt_a.. TpT,!.... ' .l._ T,INv(t_,T4.rl:r_tie ...
/___2°'12..:,_7
I'll = V_ ou _i reduced stress amplitude
" V ._ ou
- Otl
m
(}-
Ii = _ - reduced mean stress
otl
'1" = temperature
T* = ¢flecliv¢ tcmpcraltH'c
NI.(,II,= I,I. II. 1"1 = isothcrnlal lkltigue lit>
N!. (!'11. I I, 1*) = I'aligue life umler varying
1¢111[_¢ l'al II re
For a given stress-temperaturehistoryand isothermalfatigue life relation-
ships the integral can be evaluated.The effective temperature(T*) is then
determined from the maximum stress amplitude (PII) and the value of NF
(PII, 11, ?*). This approach has been demonstratedby Chaboche (Reference
9) on a high strength,fairly rate insensitivematerial (IN 100). Following
(_I
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tl_t_proce_kmefer the HastelloyX isothermalfatigue tests produced-_reduced
f-at-iguec_Ne (I2 v_ N) which was temperatureindependentwt_icl_makes the
ccnce_0t-ofan effective temper-:atu_einappropriatefor the,HasteloyX theme-
mechanical cycle, F_thermore, the stress levels obtaAned im the.thermomeGhan_
ical cycle are smaller than those obser.vedin the rapi_ cycle (pp) fa_gue
tests. This is due to the high,rate sensitivityof the-material_at these tem-
peratures_Those resultsresults,show_ in Figure 44, suggestthat the majorl-
t.vof...thetotal damage in the louver cycle is associ-ated,with creep a_d-not..
time independentfatigue.These observationsraise some doubt as to the appro-
priation of this method for the therm_mechanical..i_atlgueQf_a material like
Hastelloy X.
In the actual life calaulationfor the louver l,ip, several fatiguedamage,com-
ponents were-consideredto determinethe sensitivity,of the calculation,l=he
predicted 6tt_cycle stress-_trainresponse at the.end of the louver lip w.as.....
used to establishthe stress levels for the damage equations (seeFigure 45).
The creep damage is assumed to occur between--151.,7MPA (-22 KSI) and -27.6
MPA (-4 KSl) within 1 minute, an exponentialdie out of stress with,-timeis
used,,The stress amplitudeis choseA as 358.5 MPA (52 KSI) (the maximum.,ten-
sile stress) and 510.2 MPA (74 KSI) (the tota3 stress amplitude).The total
fatigue damage is assumed to occur at either 538oc (lO00OF) or 760oc
(1400OF).A summary of the material constants and life predictionsare shown
below:
HastelloyX Constantsfor ContinuousDamage Approach
Temperature(OF) au (KSI) aI (KSI) /3 Mo
1000 86 42 8.92 219
1400 57 32 6.,51 242
A = 7.8 x 107...........................r : 0,23 K = 3.51 a = 1 b = 0
FatigueLife Creep Life Total Life Actual Life
Stress Amplitude (cycles) (cycles) (cycles) (cycles)
358,SMPA@ 538oc
(52 ksi @ I000o_) 128300 515 495 1000,1250.................
510.2MPA @ 538oc
(74 ksi @ lO00OF) 600 515 250 1000-1250
358.5MPA@ 760oc
(52 ksi @ 1400OF) 745 515 250 1000-1250
In all calculationsthe creep componentwas the limitinglife component.Addi-
tional variationsin the stress levels du_ing relaxationdid not significantly
increase the predicted creep life. The conservativepredictionof the louver
lip cracking life suggests that the assumptionsof the stress amplitudepro-
_2
!
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d_cing fatigue damage and damage assoc.latedwith compressive_retaxation..may
not.be appropriatefor Has.telloyX-at e_evated tef_perature.This is further
demonstratedwheF_the Co_t-inuousDamage Metho<}was used to predictthe )Ire o_
the isothermalst.ra_ c_troll_d, hold time,-tests. These are the.same creep
fatigue tests used to generate the _¢pc vs, N.curve f-orthe Strain Range
PartIJ:ionin_3Method.Foc all tests (5), the ContinuousDamage ICethod.predicted
life was approximately15% of the actual,life, This concluasionis consistent
wi.ththe generalSRP observationthat-a cp (tensilecreep-compressiveplasti-
city) is more-damagingthan a pc (tensilepiasti¢i.ty-compres.s_;vecre p) type
ol_ cycle,
5,3 Crack Prop_gat-ionAnalysis:.
A ser-iesof analysesw_e conducted=using the Iinear,elasticfract.ur.em chan,-
tcs method to pred$ctthe subsequentgrowth,of f.atiguecraclc_fr-omthe edge of
the.louVer lip,-ExiStiJigHastelloy X sheet crack growth-data was.used to
establish,the crack growth.lawfo_.the analyses.This data was obtained f.rom
, isothermal.,center cracked,panel, load controlled(R = O) tests which had been .
conducted at temperatures between 427oc-- (800OF) and 760oc (1400OF),
Only the 760oc- (1400oF)data wag used in the analysis,since-it represent-
ed the fastest availablegrowth rate an_ would providethe most.conservative
prediction. This assumption is consistentwitb the louver lip stress-strain
response since the highest tensile stressesoccur during the thermamechanical
cycle at temperatures between 760oc (1400oE) and 504oc (940OF). The
_ louver lip was modeled as a semi-infiniteplate with a through thicknessedge
crack. The prediction was based on an influence or weight function method
_: describedin References13 and 14, This method allowsfor very general stress
(strain)gradientsto be simulated.The crack driving force (,_K) is computed
from the stress (strain) distributionin the uncrackedpart, along the plane
of crack propagation.The effects of the cyclic stress range on the predicted
- growth rate was modeledby means of the R-ratio. The generalequation for the
crack growth rate used in the analy__ts__J_s_L_
J_.- 111
i. d rt
!
,
where: c,m......= temperaturedependentconstants
_ R = R-ratio (°min/°max)
_K : stress intensityfactor
The stress range (_o) and R-ratio in the analyseswere determinedfrom the
6th cycle of the louver non-linearanalysis.The distributionof these quanti-
ties along the louver lip is shown in Figure 46. The resultsof three (3) cal-
culationsare comparedto the measured rig crack growth data in Figure 47. In
all calculations,an initialcrack lengthof .0254 cm (,010 in) was assumedto
63
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exist at_ 1050 cycles. Curves A and B are the predictionsa_uming R = f)(Gon.-
sidertngthe-entire stress range a_ tei_si.le_loading_).The difference i_.the
two curves is a,ssoGiated._th two r-epresentati.onsof the crack g_o_th law
show_-inthe Figure.Curve A used the bJ_tnaar representatlonwhile B-resulted
fron_the extrapolation,of the IoW _,K values,Tb_s mocLtfi-cai_iont the crack
growth law was investigatedbecause the steeperporti._ol_ the law (lacge _-K)
was associatedwltl_nei_sectionyielding ahead,of the crack tip in the center-
cracked test_,Curve C s the result of includingthe predicted-R ratio dis-
tribution along the lip in the crack grow_h.l:aw,The negativeR-ra_.i.oreduces
the growt'nrate (da/dn)for a given._&J<resultingin a much slower response
than the R = 0 calculations, All 3 calculationspr.edi_i_an initial crack
growth rate which is slower than the rig data. Curve A comes the closest to
pre{tictingthe cyclic life, bu_ t=hegrowtl_rat:eat cr.ackl_ngthsgr_ate_than
,0508 cm (.060 in) is much steeperthan the data. Th_ effects of time.depend_
e_t plasti.¢ityand the varyin§ temperature cycle have not beer_included in
these pred.lctions..Under these conditions_th_ local stress at the crack tip,
affectedby clo_ure and stress relaxation,may acceleratethe predicted crack
growth.,rate,
5.4 SensitivityAnalysis
A _ensiIcivityanalysis was conducted on the three crack initiationlife pre-
diction methods considered in Section 5.2. Variation in total mechanical
strain range was selected as the key parameterfor assessingthe sensitivity
o¢.each of the life predictionmethodS. An increase in the mechanical strain
range in the louver geometry is.possibleby perturbationsof the CBnperature.....
distributionand magnitude along the louver lip. The axisymmetriclouvermodel
previouslyused to establish the finite element mesh density along the lip,
was used to predict the increase in circumferential(hoop) strain with these
changes. Two variations in temperaturedistributionand a lO0OF increase in
maximum temperaturewere considered.Linear elastic analyses were performed
using the 10 second transienttemperaturedistributionas the basellne. This
coincides with the point of maximum temperature gradient (strain) in the
louver cycle. It was assumed that changes in the predicted strain at this
point are directly related to changes in the mechanical strain range. The
resultsof the analyses,(Figure48) indicatethat, as more of the temperature
gradient is concentratedtoward the edge of the lip, (profilesA and B), the
predictedhoop strain increasesrelativeto the baseline value. An increasein
temperatureof IO0OF at the lip edge further increasesthe strain relative
to the baseline.Although it is the more severe condition,profileB is least
likely to occur due to heat conductioneffects, Assum.inga possible err()rof
lO0OF in the temperaturemeasurementduring the test and the "A" temperature
profile, an increase in the total mechanical strain range at the edge of the
louver lip of 20% seems reasonablefor the sensitivityanalyses........
The sensitivityof the three life predictionmethods to a change in total
mechanicalstrain range is shown in Figure 49, These calculationsreflectonly
a change in the strain range, any change in temperaturedependent parameters
is neglected.Eachmethod will be discussedseparately.
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PWA-_._DCombustorl.-i-ZePredictionMethod:
Thi_ method has a moderate sensitivityto _ change in strain range. The 20%
increas_ discussed above produces a 27% decrea,_eir_predicted life (1710 to
1240 cycles_. The predicted inelastic strain range, determined by the twu
algorithmsdiscussed in Section 5.2.2, increasesby 29% of whiGh most ef the
change is associatedwith _epp damage.A summary of the two calculationsis
shown below,
Baseline 120% of Baseline
a e total = 0.40% A_ total = 0.481%
_e ine]a.__tic = 0.289% _c inelastic - 0.373%
_c pp :, 0.221% Z_e
_ pc = 0.068% Z_e pp = O.301%c 072
Npp = 3299 Npp = 1964
Npc = 3592 Npc = 3336
NtotaI = 1710 NtotaI = 1240
StrainRange P.artitioning:
This method show a high degree of sensitivityto a change in strain range.The
20% increaseproducesa 65% decreasein predictedlife (8500 to 3000 cycles).
This is due to a 74% increasein the inelasticstrain range which resultsfrom
the assumptionthat all of the increase in total strain range is inelastic
strain.This assumptionis made because the cyclic plasticityin the Hastelloy
X wi.llnot allow a significantincreasein stress range with increasingstrain
range. The results of the uniaxial specimentesting shown in Figure 33 demon-
strates this effect. These results emphasize the importance of an anal_,sis
techniqueand nonlinearmaterial model that can accuratelypredictthe _,nelas-
tic strainrange for a structuralcomponent.A summary of the two calculations
are shown below.
Baseline 120% of Baseline
Z_ total = 0.372% Z_e total = 0.446%
Z_ inelastic = 0.],00% Z_e inelastic = 0.174%
Ae pp = O.029% = O.051%
pc = O.071% Z_e ppc = O.123%
Nop = 10636 Npp = 4700
Npc = 7847 Npc = 2640
NtotaI = 8500 NtotaI = 3000
ContinuoqsDamageMethod:
This method is assumed to be insensitiveto strain range for the :;astelloyX
thermomechanicalcycle considered.This is based on the constant peak stress
valuesrelatedto a change in total strainrange discussedfor the SRP method,
Actually,a small increasein the stress range would further decreasethe pre-
dictedlife, m_king the predictionmore conservativerelativeto the data.
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6,(i DISCUSSIONOF RESULTSAND-CONCLUSIONS
Thi_ programf_asaddressedmest of._ disciplinesassociatedwith-the design
and analysis of gas turbine engine hot section structural components, The
specific analyseshave been perf.ormedon a well controlledsimulatedcombustor
liner,test specimen....These resu.ltshave identified a number of areas where
further research and developmentwould contributetoward the improveddurabil-
ity of these components.General conclusionsand observationsconcerningthis
work are:
i....Hot section structuralcomponents are subjectedto complexthermomechan-
ical loadings.A well controlled source of benchmark data _ a useful
tool for the developmentand calibration.ofanalytical and lif_-.-predic-
tionmodels.
2. The thmee dimensionalfinite dlfferenceheat transfe_ solutionconducted
for this program accurately predictedthe louver steady state and tran-
siend,temperaturedistribution..................
3.............The temperaturepredictionsare highly dependenton the accuracy of the
thermal boundary conditions.The greatest uncertaintyin this analysis
was in the calculationof the louverheat transfercoefficients..
4. The three dimensionalspatial and temporalinterpolationbetweenthe heat
transfer and finite element structuralmeshes requireda large amount of
_ effort. The interpolationscheme used had difficult:yin consistently
selectingthermalnodes to determinea temperaturefor a structuralinte-
, gration point. A number of the temperatureswere manually adjusted to
_ agree with the temperaturesolution.Part of this problemmay have been
associatedwith the louverdimensionsand the small includedangle in the
model. Potentialimprovementsin this area would reduce the overallman-
power to complete a thermal-structuralanalysis.One area suggested for
_ investigationis the use of a finite element heat transfersolution.Use
!_ of a consistentelement type and mesh would then eliminatethe need for
interpolation.k,
I, 5 The combined (isotropic-kinematic)hardening rule can be used to model
- the isothermalHastelloy X strain controlledcyclic response at a given
strainrate..................
6, A constant creep strain rate model developedfrom short time-highstress
level creep tests accurately predicted Hastelloy X isothermal stress
relaxationdata.
7. Results of the nonlinear louver structural analysis indicatedthat the
time independentplasticitymodel and the creep simulationdid not accur-
ately predict the cyclic thermomechanicalresponse at the louver failure
location. Tests of a u_iaxial strain controlled specimen run with the
same mechanical strain-temperaturehistory as predicted at the failure
location indicate that the stress-strainresponse stabilizedwithin the
?4
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first few.cycles. Simulation of this experiment with the Ha_telloy X
model discu.ssedabove showed continuedcyclic hardening (increasingpeak
tensile stress and reduced inelastic strain range) after many cycles.
Potential modificationto the material model, including a multi-yield-
surfaceconcept,,non-linearhardeningor use of one of the rate depend_nt
(unified) theories currently u_der development, may be required to
improve the prediction for the varying temperature loading condition.
Determinationof correct-thermomechanicalresponse is important in the
life prediction,and in determiningthe.extent (numberof cyGles)of non
linear analysisrequiredfor a structuralcomponent.
8. The three (3) l_ightemperature (creep/fatigue)life prediction methods
consideredare the-StrainRange-Partitioning,Pratt & Whitney /_ircraft-
Commercial._roducts Division Combustor Life Prediction, and Continuous
Damage methods. All assumethat time independentplasticand time depend-
ent creep damage mechanisms are present at elevated temperature.Iso-
thermalfatigue and creep rupture tests are used to define the material
l-iferelationships.
The Strain Range Partitioningand PWA-CPDmethods assumethe existence-of
generictypes of fully reverseddamage cycles composed of combina.ti-onsof
the plasticand creep mechanisms.For purposesof this analysis,the com--
bustor louver lip response contained only the pp(tensile plasticity
reversed by compressiveplasticity)and pc(tensileplasticityreversed by
compressivecreep)damagecycles.
The Strain Range Partitioningmethod overpredictedthe louver cracking
life (8500 cycles vs. 1000 cycles).Part of this discrepancymay be asso-
ciated with uncertainty in the definition of the generic pp and pc
fatigue life curves. Better definitionof the curves may reduce the pre-
dicted life (and improvethe correlation),however, it appears that the
SRP method will overpredictthe cracking life by at least a factor of 2.
The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft - Commercial Products Division method also
overpredictedthe louver cracking life (1700 cycles vs. 1000). This
improvedcorrelation(relativeto SRP) is due, in part, to the fact that
the inelasticstrain range predicted by this method is larger than the
observed inelastic strain in the louver..Equating the inelasticstrain
value resultsin a predictedlife of 8000 cycles, which is similar to the
SRP calculation. In actual design practice, this method is used with
experimentaland field servicedata to assess the overall service life of
the component. These results suggest that a thermomechanicalfatigue
cycle may produce damage at a faster rate than a comparatL1e.isothermal
cycle.
The ContinuousDamage Method predicts life based on the growth of a dam-
age parameter(D)from the initialundamagedstate (D= O) to failure (D
= 1). The method uses a non-linearaccumulationof damage producedby the
plastic (fatigue) and creep mechanisms.This method is a stress (rather
than strain) based approach and has the general formulationto consider
?5
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mean _tress effects in the fatiguecycle. In conslder_ngthe stress range
as the key,fatigue damage produGer,the_method predicts that-the louver
thermomechanicalcycle conta-insli-t_tlefatigue damage. This is a conse-
quence of the rate sensitivityof Hastellog X at higl_temperatureand
raise$.some.questi.ons-asto the applicabilityof this approachfor l_ighly
rate sensitivemateri.als....Initialcalculationsusing this approach under
precLicted,thelouver lip cracking life by factorsof 2 to 4. In a,llcal-
c.ulationsthe creep componentwas the controlling life component. The
assumption that-compressivestress relaxation (observedin the combustor
cycle) is as damaging as tensile creep may be-partiallyresponsiblefor
the conservativeprediction.
9. Calcu]ation of fatigue,crack growth using the linear elastic fracture
mechanics approach,may not be appropriate-forHastelloy X thermomechan-
ical load,ing.AR,alyses were conductedusing a .crackgrowth law generated-,
from isothermal (760oc (1400OF)), load controlled (R=O), center
cracked panel testing. Stress values wer.eobtained from.the 6th cycle
nonlinearanalysis.The use-of load,,controlledata and predictedstress
ranges was assumed to be valid f-orthe small crack lengths considered,
Two calculationswere performed,.1) assumingthat the total stress range
was tensile loading(R=O), 2) using the globalR ratio ( min/ max),dis-
tributiondeterminedfrom the louver analysis.Both analysespredictini-
tial growth rates considerablyslower than the observedvalues.
Inelastic and time dependent effects were neglected,in these calcul.a-
tions.The large region of inelasticresponse,relativeto the small ini-
tial crack sizes, suggests that a nonlinear measure (e.g., J integral)
may be a better correlatingparameter.In addition,r.apidstress relaxa-
tion observed in Hastelloy X suggests that the local R ratio near the
crack tip is more importantthan the globalR ratio effect.
|
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